
THE POPULAR GAME OF AFL FOOTBALL IN AUSTRALIA

Australian football is a sport rich in tradition and Australian cultural references, especially surrounding the rituals.

Eighty-four per cent of Victoria's population boom came from overseas. But as adults in this new land, they
could not afford time off work for sporting injuries. There are 7 umpires for Aussie Rules in total. The player
who caught the ball is then awarded space and time to make the next play without pressure. So what makes
The AFL different to football or rugby? It sent a discouraging message of parochialism to the new Australians
who will determine football's future: the skilled migrants from Asia. Tackling in AFL, similar to rugby and
American football , sees players attempting to stop the other team from progressing by making contact with
them below the shoulders and above the knees. These players are allowed to move freely on the pitch. Unlike
football in Victoria, rugby league has an unbroken link to the Aboriginal people of NSW and Queensland
because the game became an immediate tool of inclusion for the men who were forced into racially segregated
missions and reserves at Federation. Some clubs and competitions never fully recovered. The change to that
was brought about by the legendary Australian and then Essendon coach Kevin Sheedy. In this cosmopolitan
setting, football was the social glue that bound the disparate tribes. Within a year it was the most visited port
in the world, and by it had replaced Sydney as Australia's largest city, with , people. Melbourne became a
powerhouse during the s and early s under coach Norm Smith and star player Ron Barassi. In the late s, due to
the poor financial standing of many of the Victorian clubs, and a similar situation existing in Western
Australia in the sport, the VFL pursued a more national competition. He encouraged me to get the players to
come along to welcome Malcolm to our club. Winning the Game The team with the highest amount of points
at the end of the game are deemed the winners. The term " Barassi Line ", named after VFL star Ron Barassi ,
was coined by scholar Ian Turner in to describe the "fictitious geographical barrier" separating large parts of
New South Wales and Queensland which predominately followed the two rugby codes from the rest of the
country, where Australian football reigned. There are a number of selected games throughout the season that
take place in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and a few other locations around the country, but Melbourne
is definitely its home. Besides, the football players here are grown men, and don't take a kick so kindly as they
would a dozen years ago. In November , the VFL announced that it was withdrawing from the NFL's
competition, having arranged more substantial television and sponsorship deals for its own Night Series for to
be based in Melbourne and feature only the VFL clubs. Some Victorian emigrants also moved across the
Murray River to the Riverina farming district, where football became the most popular winter sport. Rugby
league was more wary of politicians, as Fraser himself discovered when he visited the Western Suburbs
Leagues club in Ashfield in , his third year as prime minister. One of the most eagerly anticipated matches is
the annual Anzac Day game Previously, games that fell on Anzac Day were banned, requiring an Act of
Parliament for the game to go ahead. Traditionally held at the MCG, the Grand Final is the highest attended
club championship event in the world. This wave of fortune-seeking humanity was too diverse to worship in
the same church, read the same books, or admire the same art. Wills was one of four men who drew up the
first rules for the game at a meeting of the Melbourne Football Club in May  In Sydney, it is 65 per cent, with
the Chinese the largest ethnic group. This can only be done within 5 metres of the ball. The Night Series is
generally considered to be of equivalent importance as the pre-season competition and the VFL Night Series
â€” , and records relating to the three competitions are often combined. In , the lights in the stadium of a match
between St Kilda and Essendon went out half way through the game, resulting in the rest of the match being
played the following week. In Victoria, the figure is 53 per cent. Free kicks are awarded when the umpire
deems that a player has either incorrectly disposed of the ball, pushed a player in the back, tackled above the
shoulders, held or pulled another player, kicked the ball over the boundary line, or been overly aggressive.
However, when the VFL found that television was reducing crowds, it decided that no coverage was to be
allowed for  The ball can be passed around between team mates in a series of fashions and the winning team
will be the team with the highest number of points at the end of the game. The event was mostly played on
Tuesday nights, with night games at Norwood Oval in Adelaide, and all games were televised live in colour on
Channel 9 , which opened up unprecedented revenue streams from television rights and sponsorship
opportunities for the sport. Main article: Origins of Australian rules football Statue next to the Melbourne
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Cricket Ground on the approximate site of the football match between Melbourne Grammar and Scotch
College. There are four posts positioned at either end of the field; the taller posts are goal posts, which are
flanked by two shorter posts called behind posts. VFL Park was planned to hold , spectators, which would
have made it one of the largest stadiums in the world â€” although it would ultimately be built with a capacity
of 78, The Grand Final between traditional rivals Carlton and Collingwood, arguably the league's most famous
game which saw Carlton recover from a point deficit at half-time to win the game by ten points, featured a
famous spectacular mark by Alex Jesaulenko , and was witnessed by a record crowd of , These are the laws
from which Australian football evolved. Passenger train lines connected Melbourne's suburbs to each other,
and the capital to the colony's three main towns of Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong. No other people came close
to this level of wealth in the 19th century.


